Political women gear up for election year

by Ted Sahl

Politics can be fun... that is if you are involved, so agreed over 30 women who attended the Political Workshop at the Holiday Inn cosponsored by National Women's Political Caucus of S.C. County and California Elected Women's Association for Education and Research. Titled: Election Years—Plus Getting Ready! Everything you ever wanted to know about campaigning—Information if you are running for political office; if you are already there, or if you just care about politicians—the workshop was co-chaired by Charlotte Powers, Member of Board of Trustees San Jose/Evergreen Community College District and Barbara Rogers, Councilwoman from Cupertino and representing CEWAR.

The first session involved the do's and don'ts of political campaigning; co-chaired by Charlotte Powers and Sarah Jansin, a specialist in fundraising.

Most of the discussion centered on how to approach "the other side," discipline, a well thought out place being positive—a campaign based on moral and ethical principles; and how without attacking your opponent in a negative manner, you will win.

Senator Dan McCorquodale was used as an example—Dan is famous for his walking—going door-to-door and shaking hands; "the candidate always does it best," said Sarah Jansin, "50 to 75 percent is raised by a candidate him/herself."

There was an interesting lecture by Bob Brownstein, legislative assistant to Supervisor Suzanne Wilson who divulged all the do's and secrets of creating a winning candidate brochure. Santa Clara County Municip- al Court Judge LaDoris Cordell and State Senator Rebecca Morgan both were speakers during the day—with Morgan giving an inspiring speech during the lunch break.

The last hour of the day was a Fashion Show, courtesy of J.C. Penney of Palo Alto; the theme: Dressing for Success was perfect—it was fantastic, you should've been there!
Put your money where your heart is.

Designate your payroll contributions to the Aris Project.

United Way and Combined Health Appeal of California will both direct your payroll contributions to the Aris Project. If you tell them that you want to designate your payroll contributions to Aris Project, the Aris Project will receive the contributions directly. So you needn't worry about how much you want to give. You are asked, and be sure to designate Aris Project as the recipient of your donations. Your donations are tax deductible.

The Aris Project serves our community in many valuable ways. Each dollar donated to Aris Project is three dollars worth of good works. United Way and Combined Health Appeal of California are dedicated to helping the Aris Project and making our community a better place to live. United Way and Combined Health Appeal of California are registered as public charities under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and therefore qualify for charitable deduction purposes under section 170 of such Code.
As the founder of the Universal Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches (UFMCC), Troy Perry has seen that church grow from twelve members to over forty thousand in ten countries. UFMCC now has over two hundred study groups, mission and churches throughout the world. Reverend Perry has been at the forefront of civil and human rights movements since founding UFMCC in 1968. He has addressed and continues to address issues of racism, sexism, homophobia and other forms of oppression.

The Lord is my shepherd and He knows I'm gay is Troy Perry's story, ranging from his Georgia childhood to the formative years of his church. In it, he tells a story of pain and struggle, a story of triumph over homophobia and bigotry, a story of the joys and sorrows of being gay and being proud.
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Clip Your VISA**

You pick up steam

A campaign against VISA's support of the anti-gay U.S. Olympic Committee is gaining momentum and rapidly in recent weeks. Many VISA advertisers, such as the U.S. Olympic Committee's $250,000 ad campaign against what was originally called the Gay Olympics, have quickly and quietly withdrawn their support.

San Jose Altman of Altman Public Relations, who is coordinating the campaign, is asking VISA members to call Visa in half, sending one half to Visa and the other to him.

He will use them at the Oct. 11 Peace March in Washington to create a mosaic memorial to Tom Waddell, the Gay Olympic founder who recently died of AIDS.

The campaign is drawing widespread support across the country, Altman indicated, including groundswell enthusiasm among the officials being able to do something about the situation.

He asks those who wish to participate in the campaign to call Visa in half, sending one half to Visa and the other to him. He will use them at the Oct. 11 Peace March in Washington to create a mosaic memorial to Tom Waddell, the Gay Olympic founder who recently died of AIDS.

The campaign is drawing widespread support across the country, Altman indicated, including groundswell enthusiasm among the officials being able to do something about the situation.

They should send the other half to San Jose Altman of Altman Public Relations, 440 King Street, San Jose, CA 95112.
NOTE: All telephone numbers are Area Code 415.

Nonprofit/Social Organizations

NOTICE: To notify your organization name changes or address changes, please write us at 820 Market St., Suite 200, San Francisco, CA 94102. Deadline: Dec 15.
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Jan, Odessa, and Kate are a lesbian family in Seattle. Gay men and lesbians have a right to keep and raise their own children. Governmental bureaucracy, courts and other agencies should keep their hands off our children.

March for this family and all our families so we can continue to live and love together.

Oct. 11th
ASSEMBLE 9:00 am at the Ellipse, 17th St. & Constitution Ave. [Behind the White House] March starts 12 o'clock pm. Rally at the Capitol, West Terrace!
Proxy Mailgram strategy to arsenal of weapons
Washington—The Washington, D.C.-based Fairness Fund has added Parkinson's disease, schizophrenia, and depression to its arsenal of campaign weapons.

The strategy, which is designed to mobilize and energize the gay, lesbian, and AIDS community, is being launched with the release of a new campaign mailgram to Congress.

"This campaign mailgram is the latest in a series of mailgrams that we have created to support our work," said Steve Endean, executive director of the Fairness Fund.

"We are excited to announce this new mailgram because it is an effective tool for mobilizing the gay, lesbian, and AIDS community to take action on behalf of our issues," Endean said.

"This new mailgram is specifically designed to support our ongoing efforts to raise awareness about the impact of these diseases on our community," Endean said.

The mailgram includes a message from a prominent advocate who has spoken out about the issues the mailgram addresses.

"The message is powerful and personal," Endean said.

"It is written by someone who understands the challenges we face and is motivated to do something about them," Endean said.

"We hope that this mailgram will inspire our constituents to take action on behalf of our issues," Endean said.

"We encourage everyone who receives this mailgram to forward it to their friends and family, and to share it on social media," Endean said.

"This mailgram is just one of many tools that we use to mobilize our community and to support our work," Endean said.

"We are committed to continuing to develop and launch new campaign tools to support our work and to advance our agenda," Endean said.

For more information, please visit www.fairnessfund.org.

---

Life Insurance: we don't need it...
by Ruth Thomas

Life Insurance!!! Sounds like a topic reserved for our parents or maybe our parents’ parents. But what if you never needed to have a life insurance policy互助金 in the first place? What if you never lived to have a family or a home or a career? How would you need to save? How would you need to invest? How would you need to save money going a long way to provide for your nieces and nephews?

Each decade introduces new financial needs. The key difference is the key difference between our needs as individuals.

This product is designed for the long haul and provides substantial cash benefits along the way. The product is designed to meet the needs of insurance. The product is designed to respond to the needs of insurance. The product is designed to respond to the needs of insurance.

While the products are ever-changing one of the last two decades, investment availability in this age of the "new reform." It is also clear why we pay so much for a life insurance policy. You have to ask yourself if that's what you want, or if you ever need to have a life insurance policy互助金 in the first place. It's all about personal choices...
the message of SDA Kinship is different from many traditional churches views, so that it is clear that all people, including lesbians and gays, are loved by God and are loved and wholly accepted.

The Wedding: Will it happen?

The first major equal rights demonstrations for same-sex couples is threatened by a lack of leadership. Although it is not affiliated with other grassroot mobilization initiatives, the financial support for the demonstration is considerable and adequate to cover basic expenses. According to Walter Whelan, President of Couples, Inc., "the purpose of the event is for people to unite together, to express the value of equality and the right to love for all in the country."

A permit to close Constitution Avenue in front of the Internal Revenue Service building in Washington, DC, for the demonstration is not adequate. The National March office has signed by ABC News a number of popular women's magazines; Perry is a long-time mell, and a prominent speaker in the gay community. Perry, a lesbian comic, has strong ties to the national women's and gay rights movement and is a member of the struggle for gay rights and a prominent leader in the movement for women in the gay community. Perry's comic work includes "The Wedding: Will it happen?"

They can. But not all by themselves. So the Federal government will not give the AIDS crisis free rein. In his book, The Two of Us, Larry Uhrig draws on years of counseling experience to give some down-to-earth advice about sex to gay men. And as sexual practices change, so too does well stories about safer sex, gay erotica. In Hot Living: Preston, Phil Andros, T.R. Witomski, Marty Rubin and Health Crisis in New York City from the following Tlhefi):
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Uhrig draws on years of counseling experience to give some down-to-earth advice about sex to gay men. And as sexual practices change, so too does well stories about safer sex, gay erotica. In Hot Living: Preston, Phil Andros, T.R. Witomski, Marty Rubin and Health Crisis in New York City from the following Tlhefi):

Fourth Year:
The new issue of THE HUSTLER comes today. Let us justly praise the personal work of the Collection Department.
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MEAT ME.
THOUSANDS OF REAL MEN from all over the country are on our uninhibited conference lines 24 hours every day and you can...

- SHARE HOT TALK
- LISTEN TO THE ACTION
- EXCHANGE NUMBERS
- MAKE DATES
- MAKE NEW FRIENDS

The man of your fantasies may be just a call away!

- LIVE - NO ACTORS
- NO RECORDINGS
- NO CREDIT CARDS
- YOUR ANONYMITY GUARANTEED!

$2 plus toll if any discreetly billed to your phone. 18 and over only.

San Francisco 415
Los Angeles 213
or 818
San Diego 619

976-8500